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~ 
In this newsletter news of more issues of magazines (Just CrossStitch & Stoney Creek), threads from The Gentle 

Art, scissors & needlework accessories (from Kelmscott Designs) which have arrived at the Needlework Gallery, 

plus new designs by Barberry Row (original designs and reproduced samplers), JBW Designs and The 

Sweetheart Tree.   

Magazines:  Only one or two copies of the following magazines remain in 

stock and so please quickly request the one or ones you wish to purchase so 

that you do not miss out. 

Just CrossStitch -  August 2017:   This issue is definitely one for lovers of 

animals as many of the projects feature one or more animals - puppy dogs, 

cats, forest critters (foxes, rabbits, deer, squirrels, etc.).  And too, this issue is 

for lovers of special Christmas ornaments as it contains ten Christmas 

ornaments not in the special annual Just CrossStitch Christmas Ornaments  

issue.     $18.50 

Just:Xmas17  -  Just CrossStitch Christmas Ornaments 2017:  Unfortunately 

this VERY popular magazine containing at least 75 Christmas ornaments and 

Christmas recipes from some of the worlds leading needlework designers 

has SOLD OUT.  If you were one of those who were/are disappointed because of missing out, please contact me 

and request / place a standing order for you for next year’s issue.     Estimated Price:  $24.50. 

However, I do have a few issues from previous years - all of which are at a SPECIAL PRICE.     $11.50  each 

2002  :  2004  :  2006  :  2008  :  2009  :  2015     /     Only available while stocks last 

 

Images of 

some of the 

issues still 

available. 

JC:XMAS06  -  2006 JC:XMAS02  -  2002 JC:XMAS04  -  2004 
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Magazines continued:   

Stoney Creek  -  Summer 2017:  This issue is their annual holiday issue which always features a Christmas 

stocking on the cover.  The stocking design is of an adorable snowman surrounded by his forest friends.  

Lots  of other Christmas designs throughout the magazine plus several Halloween designs.     $13.00 

 

Designs:  Several new designs from Barberry Row - two sampler reproductions, a scissors fob and a family 

sampler in the Quaker style. 

BARB:WL 004  -  Family Quaker Sampler:  At the beginning of February the last part of our six-part mystery 

sampler project was released and in May the project was published as a complete design.  The basic border 

of Quaker motifs is given but this design is to be a personal family record and so the needleworker has to 

add their own family initials or names (their choice) inside the Quaker border and surround these with 

Quaker motifs of their choice from the motif designs provided.  Thread colour/s, fabric colour and count also 

to be the needleworker’s choice.     $50.00 

Sampler  (on the left):  Sampler Thread  -  ‘Soot’  & various DMC Stranded Cotton colours for the initials  :  Fabric  -  Belfast  Linen  (32 count)  ’Platinum’   

Sampler  (on the right): Simply Shaker Sampler Thread  -  ‘Grape Arbor’  :  Fabric  -  Permin Linen   (35 count)  ‘Lambswool’ 

 

 

BARB 2006  -  God Is Love:  This sampler design is a reproduction of an antique 

sampler from the collection of Jeanie Jenkins.  Unfortunately no history is known 

of the sampler maker or where or when it was stitched.  This lovely little design 

may be stitched over two fabric threads and subsequently framed to hang on a 

wall or over one thread and finished as an ornamental.     $21.50 

 

 

 

BARB 2007  -  Hannah’s Simple Sampler:  This dear little sampler is another 

reproduction of a sampler in Jeanie’s collection.  A very colourful little sampler 

created by Hannah Peart when she was nine years of age and living at Lanehead, 

which is in Ballmoney, County Antrim, Northern Ireland.  She worked her sampler 

in Cross Stitch with a Satin Stitch border on canvas with wool.  Hannah’s sampler 

is undated.  Two versions of this design are available in the one pack - one version 

as per the colours used by Hannah and the other version with an overdyed silk 

thread with a few solid dyed thread colours.     $21.50 

 

Thread  -  overdyed version  -  SNC 083  :  Finnegan’s Fog 

 

 

 

 

BARB 2006 

 

God Is Love 

 

$ 21.50 

STONEY 

 

Summer 

2017 

 

$13.00 

JC:XMAS08  -  2008 JC:XMAS09  -  2009 JC:XMAS15  -  2015 
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Designs continued:   

BARB 1025  -  Josephine’s Fob:  This is another Fisherton de la Mere 

design, worked on 32 count linen fabric with the beautiful overdyed 

Silken Pearl #10 thread by The Thread Gatherer.  Although the original 

design is worked with ‘Desert Moss’ on platinum coloured linen, this 

design may be worked with a thread and fabric colour of the 

needleworker’s choice, and on the fabric count of their choice.     $25.00 

 

Below is an image of several fobs created with various colours of 

threads and fabrics and on various fabric counts. 

Kits:  A few kits for the design, Josephine’s Fob, are available  -  that is, fabric, threads (Silken Pearl, DMC Perle Coton & DMC Stranded Cotton) & pearl 

embellishment.     $30.00  each.     NOTE:  Design is NOT included.  This must be purchased separately. 

 

BARB 1025K  -  059:   Silken Pearl  -  Gilded Lavender DMC Perle  -  3033 Cashel Linen  -  Platinum 

BARB 1025K  -  064B: Silken Pearl  -  Antique Roses DMC Perle  -  818 Brittney  -  Baby Lotion 

BARB 1025K  -  064P: Silken Pearl  -  Antique Roses DMC Perle  -  818 Belfast Linen  -  Platinum 

BARB 1025K  -  069: Silken Pearl  -  Autumn Honey DMC Perle  -  712 Brittney  -  Cream 

BARB 1025K  -  070:   Silken Pearl  -  Turquoise Honey DMC Perle  -  503 Belfast Linen  -  Platinum 

BARB 1025K  -  072: Silken Pearl  -  Plum Honey DMC Perle  -  3033 Belfast Linen  -  Antique Ivory 

BARB 1025K  -  095: Silken Pearl  -  Dragon’s Breath DMC Perle  -  3033 Brittney  -  Mushroom 

BARB 1025K  -  100: Silken Pearl  -  Rose Blush DMC Perle  -  224 Brittney  -  Baby Lotion 

 

 

Thread colours used as pictured 

(left to right) 

 

Gilded Lavender 

Pearled Blues 

Desert Moss 

Medieval Mulberry 

Sophie’s Strawberry 

Aqua Clouds 

New England Berries 

Terra Cotta 

Vintage Browns 

Forest of Greens 

Sherbet 

Forget-Me-Not 

Weathered Basket 

Monster Mash 

Front 

and 

back 

views 

of 

the 

Fob 

 

 

BARB  1025K  -  059 BARB  1025K  -  064B BARB  1025K  -  064P BARB  1025K  -  069 

BARB  1025K  -  070 BARB  1025K  -  075 BARB  1025K  -  095 BARB  1025K  -  100 
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Kits continued:  A few more kits for the design, Josephine’s Fob, are available  -  that is, fabric, threads (Silken Pearl, DMC Perle Coton & DMC Stranded 

cotton) & pearl embellishment.     $30.00  each.     NOTE:  Design is NOT included.  This must be purchased separately. 

 

BARB 1025K  -  108:   Silken Pearl  -  Sophie’s Strawberry DMC Perle  -  224 Brittney  -  Baby Lotion 

BARB 1025K  -  975: Silken Pearl  -  Meadowgrass DMC Perle  -  822 Belfast Linen  -  Mushroom 

BARB 1025K  -  977L: Silken Pearl  -  Sherbet DMC Perle  -  3743 Brittney  -  Lavender Bliss 

BARB 1025K  -  977LB: Silken Pearl  -  Sherbet DMC Perle  -  3402 Brittney  -  Lavender Bliss 

BARB 1025K  -  9713R:  Silken Pearl  -  Desert Moss DMC Perle  -  642 Belfast Linen  -  Raw 

BARB 1025K  -  9713M: Silken Pearl  -  Plum Honey DMC Perle  -  642 Belfast Linen  -  Mushroom 

 

  

Kit:  Updated another design in the scene series by The Little Kit Company - 

LKCST  -  Taranaki Farmland         $ 19.50 

 

 

A New Venture:  An alternative to purchasing Barberry Row designs from  

the Needlework Gallery is via the Etsy store.  

The address is:  www.etsy.com/shop/barberryrowdesigns 

However, please be aware that the price to purchase via this facility 

is a little more expensive 

due to the costs incurred by the website host administration. 

 

Accessories:  Over the past year, Kelmscott Designs have added lots of new items to their already extensive range of beautiful products - 

scissors, needleminders, thread keeps, etc.  Some of these new items are in stock but not all.  If there is a particular item that you would 

like, this can be ordered but please be aware that you may have to wait some time as this Company will only supply orders that are over a 

significant high dollar value, thus orders to them are only placed from time to time. 

Scissors:  Last newsletter showed the little scissors released by Kelmscott Designs in the “Little Loves” series.  Another series is the ir 

“Storklettes” (a baby stork) series.  These scissors are also only 2½” in height and available is the same colours as the “Little Loves” -  

black,  blue,  chocolate.  fuschia,  green,  orange,  purple,  red,  yellow,  white,  gold,  silver  and primitive (a matte black).  Currently in 

stock  -  primitive ONLY.     KELM:STORK-PB     $29.50 

Needleminders:  All new designs are as follows and all needleminders are the same price.    $25.00  each.   

 

 

 

BARB  1025K  -  108 BARB  1025K  -  975 BARB  1025K  -  977L 

 

BARB  1025K  -  9713R BARB  1025K  -  9713M 

BARB  1025K  -  977LB 

Josephine’s Fob 
 

Design Only:   $ 25.00 

Kit Only:  $ 30.00 

Design & Kit:  $ 55.00 

 

KELM:NM  -  Bee  (Mini) KELM:NM  -  Canada KELM:NM  -  Folkart Rooster KELM:NM  -  Love Birdhouse KELM:NM  -  Luck 
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More new needleminders -.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Designs:  Once again, lots of lovely little designs from Judy of JBW Designs.  And, as conveyed in the last newsletter, a reminder that any embellishments 

required to complete a design can no longer be purchased separately but are included with the design and the outcome of this decision is that her designs are 

now all irregular prices.  Also conveyed was the other significant difference - a price rise due to three factors - Judy increasing her prices, price increase in postal 

rates from the States to NZ and the fall of the NZ dollar compared to the US dollar. 

JBW 330 -  Alphabetique:  Of this design Judy writes that this design uses one of her favourite combinations: red and white on an ecru linen.  The design 

features a series of very French motifs:  crowns, Fleur-de-lis, the Eiffel Tower, a hot air balloon - all combined with a beautiful script and buttons in various sizes 

dotted amongst the motifs and letters.     $27.50 

JBW 331  -  Baby Memories:  Two different finishing techniques for the three designs in this leaflet.  Firstly, the designs could be stitched on perforated paper 

and mounted into a Memory Box interspersed with all kinds of baby mementos (photos, hospital wristband, a bib, bootees or tiny hat, baby charms, a silver 

spoon, a rattle, etc.) or each of the designs could be stitched on linen and used individually as a baby sampler by adding a child’s name, birth date, weight, etc. 

below each motif, or they could be finished as baby blocks.     $21.50 

JBW 332  -  French Flower Cart:  This particular design continues with the French theme that Judy began last year.  It looks fresh and Spring-like and Judy 

suggests finishing the design as a stand-up box embellished with cording and ribbons.     $17.50 

JBW 333  -  Ooh La La:  Continuing with the French theme.  This time the Eiffel Tower with the choice of an alphabet or multiple crowns surrounding it.  

Finishing may be as an ornament, a small pillow or framed, however, included with the design options are complete instructions for creating a scissors pocket 

and an accompanying scissors fob.     $17.50 

JBW 334  -  Seaside Series:  Three designs in this little leaflet: a Seahorse, a Flamingo and an Angel Fish.  As per Judy’s signature style, each of the shapes of 

these creatures are created with and filled with little motifs  -  all motifs of things relating to the seaside :  sailboats, fish, whales, hearts, mini seahorses, anchors, 

Threads:  The Gentle Art have added three new colours to their range of overdyed, subtle coloured, 

cotton threads. 

One in the Sampler Thread range and two in the Simply Shaker Sampler Thread range. 

SAM05  0980  -  Lagoon:     Deep  blue-greens through to dark sea–greens   

SAM05  7101  -  Sage:     Pale, delicate, ice greens     

SAM05  7102  -  Misty Harbor:    Washed-out mauves 

      5 yard skein     :        $ 5.50  each 

KELM:NM  -  Sheep 
KELM:NM  -  Tudor Rose 

 

KELM:NM  -  Cornucopia 

KELM:NM  -  Wreath 
KELM:NM  -  Snowy Owl KELM:NM  -  Stag 

Thread Keeps:  Last year Kelmscott Designs introduced a new 

range of wooden thread keeps with gorgeous prints of historical 

paintings of queens or kings on them, plus others of a more 

whimsical nature. 

This series of wooden keeps has been called, “Whimsical Edge”.   

These lovely new items will be featured in the next newsletter.  

In the meantime, here is a sneak peek at one of them.     

$22.50 each 
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$ 27.50 
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$ 21.50 

JBW  331  -  Baby Memories  (finished as blocks) 
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lighthouse, birds, etc.  Finish as framed pieces, cushion embellishments or stand-up boxes.      $21.50 

JBW 334  -  With This Ring:  A dear little sampler to stitch as a remembrance of a special day, all worked in beautiful shades of greens and rosy pinks.     $21.50 

Designs / Kits:  A few more new designs and kits from Sandie of The Sweetheart Tree  -   

SWT:T 203  -  White Rose Needlebook & Fob:   This pretty and delicate feminine design for a 

needlebook and a fob are worked in Cross Stitch with two strands of white DMC Stranded Cotton on 

a blue/grey coloured linen fabric and is embellished with tiny white pearls.  White petite Mill Hill 

beads decorate the edge of the needlebook and the edge of the fob is surrounded by a two-coloured 

twisted cord.    $25.00 

SWT:T 201  -  Tudor Silken Sampler:  A lovely little mini sampler-styled design worked mainly in 

Cross Stitch (the alphabet being worked over one fabric thread) with the addition of a little Backstitch 

and Diagonal Satin Stitch.  Sampler pictured has been worked with overdyed threads but the design 

would look just as beautiful if worked in solid colours and is embellished with burgundy coloured 

micro-mini buttons.     Design & Embellishments:  $27.50 

SWT:TK 101  -  NOEL Partridge:  A gorgeous design to hang at Christmas time reminding us of “The Twelve Days of Christmas” song.  All worked with Cross 

Stitch and Backstitch on a natural coloured linen and embellished with dainty white flower beads and crimson red seed beads.  This is an ‘all-inclusive’ kit - that 

is, chart, fabric, threads & embellishments are provided.     $45.00   

SWT:TK 102  -  Teenie LOVE Sampler:  A gentle reminder of one of the most important things that a person needs - that is to show love and to be loved.  The 

leafy vine trailing through the letters of the word, LOVE, are worked in Cross Stitch & Backstitch on platinum coloured Cashel linen fabric with white and royal 

plum petite beads dotted all over.  This little kit contains the chart, fabric, thread & embellishments.     $45.00 

SWT:TK 103  -  Country Flowers Sampler:  Another ‘all-inclusive’ kit.  Design is of a vase of carnation flowers surrounded by an alphabet all worked in Cross 

Stitch and Backstitch on a 28 count Lambswool coloured linen with DMC stranded cotton threads and embellished with yellow flower beads, ginger coloured 

seed beads and ivory coloured petite beads.  Included with this design is a free bonus chart for a pincushion.     $45.00                                                                                                                                    

 

That’s all 
for the 

moment 
 

Sherelyn 
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